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Abstract

Brian K. Bay

Interbody fusion cages are increasingly used in the treatment of spinal disease and

injury in order to stabilize movement and promote arthrodesis of the vertebral bodies, but

the micro-mechanics of the interaction between the cage and the adjacent host bone is not

fully understood. This information has bearing on post-surgical therapy protocols,

prediction of long-term bone tissue changes, and optimization of cage design. In order to

gain insight into this problem, functional microCT imaging was used to directly evaluate

implant micromotion and full-field vertebral body strains in an animal model

implemented with various configurations of BAK interbody cages. It is believed that

variations in cage design will produce variable implant success, functional fusion will be

related to the extent of implant fixation, and specific strain fields will be associated with

fused and unfused samples. We found that samples ranged from completely unfused

(implant motion) to fully fused with organized trabecular bone (no motion). Strains

concentrated at the implant interface in unfused samples, while fully fused samples

exhibited uniformly distributed strains.
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Introduction
Spinal Fusion

Arthrodesis is a surgical procedure in which the bones of a joint are fused in order

to achieve more stability and reduce pain. A common example of arthrodesis is the

fusion of adjacent vertebral bodies of the spinal column. In the case of disc degeneration,

herniation, vertebral fracture, and chronic low back pain, fusion is often used as a means

of restoring some functionality, while eliminating patient discomfort (Fraser, 1995;

Closkey et al., 1993; Kozak et al., 1995; Kuslich et al., 1998; Tay and Berven, 2002)

(Figure 1). Fusion can be achieved through the use of internal fixation, bone grafting,

and interbody cages. Internal fixation is invasive, complex, and often requires a second

procedure for hardware removal and bone grafts need to provide adequate strength to

prevent collapse due to the loads put on the spinal column (Closkey et al., 1993; Kozak et

al., 1995; Kuslich et al., 1998; Ray, 1997). Interbody cages are stand alone devices with

high strength to prevent graft collapse and the surgical procedures for implementation are

less invasive than previously described fusion techniques. Therefore cage implants have

become a common choice for vertebral fusion.

Normal Disc

Degenerate Dis

Herniated Disc

Figure 1 Indications for spinal fusion associated with the intervertebral disc.
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Interbody Cages

Developed for horse injuries in the mid 1970's, interbody fusion cages have been

recently introduced for use in humans (Bagby, 1988). The interbody cage is a hollow,

cylindrical device that provides stability to the vertebral motion segment, while

supporting the considerable loads of the spine. The hollow design accommodates the use

of morselized bone graft and perforations throughout the walls of the device provide

contact between the graft and surrounding vertebra! endp!ates, promoting rapid

arthrodesis. The outer surface of the cage is threaded to prevent pullout and provide

added stability to the construct while fusion is achieved (Figure 2). Interbody fusion

cages have the advantage of high mechanical strength, providing adequate support to

prevent graft collapse or subsidence into the vertebral body. The implant is self-

sufficient, eliminating the need for additional internal fixation and a second operative

procedure to remove hardware.

The procedure for fusion cage implantation consists of removal of the

intervertebral disc surrounding the implant site in order to accommodate the device. De-

cortication of the endplates of the two vertebral bodies exposes highly vascularized bone,

accelerating the fusion process. Custom tooling is used to insert the cage, which is then

packed with fresh morselized bone graft (Figure 2). Due to the minimally invasive

nature of the procedure, patients can often recover in two to seven days (Kuslich et al.,

1998; Ray, 1997).



Figure 2 (left) BAK interbody fusion cage (Sulzer-SpineTech, Minneapolis, MN) and
(right) cage implantation method (www.buffaloneuro.com).

The Role of Micromotion In Tissue Differentiation

It is well documented that micro-motion plays an important role in the success of

surgical implants (Brunski et al., 1979; Goodman, 1994). Pillar et al. (1981) found that

fibrous tissue formed around porous surfaced femoral implants in canines. The results

predicted that micromotion as little as 0.15 mm between the implant and bone was

enough to inhibit bone growth. Brunski et al. (1979) found fibrous tissue formation

around dental implants in dogs as a result of implant micromotion, while implants which

prevented motion showed intimate bone-implant contact. It has also been shown that the

extent of micromotion has an effect on tissue differentiation. While the presence of

motion between the implant and bone will promote the formation of fibrous tissue, if the

motion is stabilized, fibrous tisSue will differentiate to bone (Goodman, 1994; Uhthoff

and Germain, 1977). If the motion cannot be eliminated, loosening of the implant and

failure of the construct results from never achieving full stability through arthrodesis. In

the case of spinal fusion using interbody cages, construct stability is dependent upon rigid
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fixation between the implant and bone, and without fixation complete arthrodesis is never

achieved.

In addition to fibrous tissue formation due to micromotion, bone resorption can

occur at the bone-implant interface due to stress shielding (Dalenberg et al., 1993). As a

result of a stiff metal implant, load that was once carried completely by bone is now

shared between the implant and bone, changing the natural state of stress. Wolff's Law

predicts an adaptation of bone to changes from a natural state of mechanical stress

through changes in bone mass (Wolff, 1986). Following this relationship, bone is

considered to be a mechobiological structure, controlling both morphology and integrity

through physiological loading. Maintaining an efficient structure is critical and

experiments have shown that while appropriate stresses can promote bone formation, a

lack of proper stresses will initiate bone resorption (Goodman, 1994). Stress shielding,

and subsequently bone resorption, will promote loosening of the implant, resulting in

fibrous tissue formation and eventual failure of the bone-implant construct. Therefore, a

careful balance of stresses is necessary for bone in-growth and a successful implant. Too

high of stresses will cause local bone failure adjacent to the implant, while insufficient

stresses will prevent adequate bone deposition. In the case of vertebral body fusion using

interbody cages, the enclosed graft material and surrounding vertebral endplates need to

be stressed sufficiently to promote bone deposition. The stiff metal cage may provide

adequate support to prevent graft collapse, but may induce stress shielding, resulting in

bone resorption, and a failed construct.



Previous Studies

The biomechanical efficacy of interbody cages has been extensively evaluated

through experimentation (Brantigan et al., 1991; Heth et al., 2001; Hitchon et al., 2000;

Tencer et al., 1995; Murakami et al., 2001). Results revealed some motion segment

stability through various modes of loading using interbody cages. With several of these

devices in existence, attempts have been made to determine the most successful designs

through similar experimentation. Previous studies have investigated motion segment

stability for various cages under flexion, extension, compression, bending, and torsion.

By measuring and comparing construct stiffness in various loading modes it was shown

that differences in stiffness among cage designs were insignificant (Lund et al., 1998;

Kanayama et al., 2000).

In an attempt evaluate fusion through load transfer, Ledet et al. (2000) designed

an instrumented fusion device for measuring real-time in-vivo loads in baboons. Szivek

et al. (2002) investigated the use of strain gauges mounted on the surface of vertebrae, in

a similar effort to evaluate fusion. It was predicted that as arthrodesis of the vertebrae is

achieved, loads will shift from the implant to the vertebral column.

In addition to stiffness measurements, Kanayama et al. (2000) investigated

pressures within interbody cages during various modes of loading for several cage

designs. Results predicted that hole size rather than total porous surface area of the

transverse perforations in the interbody cage correlated to stress shielding effects. Given

two devices with equal porous surface area, the design with the larger perforations would

perform better in stress shielding prevention.
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Attempts have also been made at producing finite element analyses of vertebral

body constructs with spinal fusion instrumentation (Lim et al., 1994; Kim, 2001; Palm et

al., 2002). Palm et al. (2002) developed a 2-dimensional model of a vertebral body

construct instrumented with an interbody cage. A plane strain analysis along a frontal

plane was investigated under compressive loading. Results revealed both normal and

shear peak strains occurred at the ends of the bone-implant interface. Kim (2001), in

similar efforts to investigate the mechanical behavior at the bone-implant interface,

developed a 3-dimensional model of an instrumented motion segment. In addition to

applying various modes of loading (compression, bending, and torsion), material

properties were varied in order to consider changes in apparent density of bone for age-

related effects. Behavior at the bone-implant interface was observed using a contact

model, which provided an estimate of implant micromotion. Results revealedan increase

in micromotion with decreases in either bone apparent density or friction coefficient at

the interface.

Motivation for Present Study

While overall stability is important for successful arthrodesis, previous studies

lack detail about the micromechanics of the interaction between the implant and

surrounding bone. Since small amounts of micromotion can affect the success of an

implant, knowing the mechanical behavior at the bone-implant interface is important.

Although techniques have been developed for measuring strains on the surface of

vertebrae, no measurement information has been presented on strain distributions within



the vertebral bodies adjacent to implants during fusion. Load transfer behavior will

provide meaningful information in determining stress shielding effects, localized bone

tissue deformations, and long-term stability of the construct.

Finite element models offer the advantage of easily varying analysis parameters in

order to investigate changes in material properties, loading conditions, and geometry.

Unfortunately these models are often based on continuum level assumptions of the

material property information. Trabecular bone, which comprises the interior ends of

long bones as well as the central region of vertebral bodies, is a complex network of

interconnected struts, anisotropic and inhomogeneous in nature. The complex structure

and mechanical behavior of trabecular bone make it a difficult material to model

analytically. Individual trabeculae no longer behave as a continuum, but may buckle,

bend, and eventually fail along the bone-implant interface (Figure 3).

4 mm

Vertebral Body 4 mm

Trabecular Bone

Annulusrvertebral Disc

/

Nucleus

Figure 3 (left) Diagram of spinal motion segment, (right) trabecular bone within

vertebral bodies, and composition of the intervertebral disc (www.spineuniverse.com).



The intervertebral disc, which separates the two vertebral bodies of a motion

segment, is made up of a complex arrangement of fibers surrounding a gelatinous nucleus

(Figure 3). Mechanically characterizing the structure is a difficult task when considering

the bio-mechanical integration of the disc with the adjacent vertebral bodies. Intact, the

annulus of the disc encapsulates the nucleus, providing support and distributing loads

through its fibers. As living structure, proper function is dependent on a biological

interaction with its surroundings. Impairment of the intervertebral disc, inherent during

cage implantation, will cause mechanical instability as well as tissue damage. Therefore

characterizing the behavior of the remaining, damaged structure, becomes even more

difficult

In addition to material property information, load distributions and boundary

conditions between various components within biological models can be difficult to

reproduce. Assumptions about the interaction between instrumentation and adjoining

bone must be made that accurately describe realistic conditions. In modeling fusion

devices, extent to which fusion has been achieved plays a critical role in determining the

proper behavior between implant and bone. While a completely fused model may

prevent motion at the implant interface, partial fusion and complete lack of fusion can be

much more difficult to accurately define.

Present Study

In order to evaluate the micro-structural behavior in response to a compression

loading, a tCT-based technique is used to evaluate fusion and directly measure
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continuum-level strains within instrumented vertebral bodies of a baboon model. These

measurements do not require any knowledge of material property information and

therefore eliminate the ambiguity associated with finite element analysis. Specimens

have been implanted with one of three designs of BAK (Suizer SpineTech, Minneapolis,

MN) interbody cages. It is believed that variation in hole-size of the transverse

perforations through the device, while keeping total porous surface area in contact with

the vertebral endplates constant, will produce variable fusion rates (Kanayama et al.,

2000). A qualitative assessment of the CT imaging will provide useful information in

determining the extent of fusion, characterization of tissue growth, and stability of the

joint, while the strain results will provide information about the mechanical response of

the structure directly adjacent to the implant. Based on the intended biomechanical

function of the implant it is expected that a motion segment completely bonded with

organized bone tissue will exhibit a uniformly distributed strain field, while a specimen

that reveals inadequate fusion will exhibit higher magnitude concentrated strains.

Identifying the mechanisms behind concentrations of strain may provide insight into

sources of pain from inadequate fusion and the mechanics of bone remodeling.

Assessing the interaction between the cage and bone both quantitatively and qualitatively

will provide meaningful information for post-op protocols, cage design, and the

prediction of long-term bone tissue changes.
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Digital Volume Correlation

The strain measurement technique employed in this research was Digital Volume

Correlation, an extension of two-dimensional image correlation (Bruck et al., 1989;

Sutton et al., 1983). Image correlation relies on surface speckles or natural material

textures to track displacements of discreet points over the surface of an object. This

technique has been well characterized and has been used in many experimental

applications (Manduchi and Mian, 1993; Chu et al., 1985; Lyons et al., 1996; Sutton et

al., 1988; Tolat et al., 1991).

The Digital Volume Correlation method (Bay et al., 1999, 2001; Smith et al.,

2001, 2002) uses high-resolution computed tomography to image naturally occurring

internal material textures. These textures provide unique patterns necessary for

displacement tracking. Image volumes are obtained for a specimen in unloaded and

loaded configurations using computed tomography. A region of interest is defined within

the unloaded image volume using a series of voxel coordinates, providing discreet

measurement locations. A subvolume taken from the unloaded image set centered about

an initial measurement point (p) is identified within the loaded image volume. The

location of the subvolume in the loaded image set is determined through minimization of

an objective function, defined by

1
(1)

gE i=1

where p is the measurement location within the unloaded volume, g is a trial

displacement vector, m is the offset to a particular location within the subvolume, w is

the number of points in the subvolume, B are the voxel intensity values from the loaded
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volume, and A are the voxel intensity values from the unloaded volume. The trial

displacement vector (g) can be defined by a 3, 6 or 12 value parameter space, where

displacements only (3), displacements and rotations (6), or displacements, rotations, and

strains (12) of the subvolume can be included in the computation. While the full 12

degrees of freedom formulation can be implemented, computational time is significantly

increased, and therefore the present study has used a displacements and rotations only (6)

method.

An accurate starting point for the search method is necessary in order to locate the

global minimum, while avoiding local minima. The first step is to define a search range

of voxel locations (d), initially centered about the first measurement point. As

displacement values are accumulated, this information is used to predict the

displacements of new points. A coarse search through minimization of the objective

function (1) produces an estimate of the minimum to a resolution of one voxel. This

estimate is then used as the starting point for a subvoxel minimization procedure. A

Levenberg-Marquardt variation of the Gauss-Newton technique is implemented for the

subvoxel approach, specifically designed for use with a sum of squares difference

objective function (Gill et al. 1981). The method relies on real valued voxel locations, as

opposed to the direct integer locations, and so a tn-cubic interpolation routine is used to

estimate between integer voxel locations (Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1986). The result of

minimization is a displacement vector for one discreet point within the image volume.

The procedure is repeated for thousands of points, resulting in a three-dimensional

displacement field for the entire region of interest (Figure 4). The displacement
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information is smoothed using a quadratic local polynomial fit and strains are calculated

by fitting a second-order approximation of the strain tensor to a cloud of points (Geers et

al., 1996).

hitialiiation
Read in measurement

noint locations

Load Subvoluine
Read unloaded image

subvolume centered about
measurement location (p).

Starting Point Determination
Minimize C(g) for integer valued g

vectors within search range.

Subvoxel Minimization
Minimize C(g) with Levenb erg-

Marquardt method.
Convergence check;g- g1fl < e

Range check: !1g311 < d

Repeat for next
measurement location (p)

Outout
A displacement vector (g) for
each measurement point (p).

Minimization Error
Flag displacement value for points

that convergence or range fail

Figure 4 Flow-chart of the Digital Volume Correlation technique.

Material and Methods

Animal Housing/Surgical Procedures

The following procedures were performed by the Orthorpaedic Biomechanics Lab, Union

Memorial Hospital, Baltimore, MD.
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The study involved eight male skeletally mature baboons (n = 16, Papio

cynocephalus, 26.9 ± 3.8 kg). The animals were anesthetized through intravenous

injection of ketamine (10 mg/kg) and diazepam (0.15 mg/kg), followed by general

anesthesia maintained with endotracheal inhalation of 1-2% isoflurane. Prophylactic

therapy (ig cefazolin sodium) was administered intravenously both pre- and post-

operatively. Following anesthesia, the animals were placed in the supine position and

prepped for surgery. A 10 to 15 cm incision was made along the abdominal midline,

followed by soft tissue dissection in order to expose the anterior lumbar spine. After

exposing the anterior aspects of the L3-L4 and L5-L6 vertebrae, radiographs confirmed

the two operative levels. The aorta and vena cava were gently retracted and the sites

were prepared using a 12mm diameter x 20mm BAK cylindrical reamer (Bagby and

Kuslich, Suizer-SpineTech, Minneapolis, MN). For consistency among sample groups, a

single cylindrical core of intervertebral disc and adjacent vertebral endplates was

removed. Each of the operative sites was randomly selected to receive one of three types

of BAK interbody cages (11mm Inner Diameter x 20mm length, ASTM F-136, implant

grade Titanium, Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy) (Table 1).

Table 1 Interbody cage group parameters.

Cage Type
# Holes

.

Hole
.

Diameter
-Hole Spacing

# of samples(each side)
(mm) (mm)

A 12 1.0 1.0 6
B 2 5.0 3.0 4
C 8 2.5 1.0 6
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The interbody cages were implanted according to the manufacturer's

recommendations and packed with morselized iliac crest autograft. Muscle and fascia

wounds were closed using 1-0 vicryl and the skin with 2-0 vicryl suture. Animals were

allowed activity ad libitum and fed a regular diet 24 hours post-operatively. Analgesics

(butorphenol 0.125 mg/kg) and prophylactic antibiotics (ig cefazolin sodium) were

administered intramuscularly each day for one week following surgery. The animals

were humanely euthanized following a four-month period using an overdose (150 mg/kg)

of concentrated pentobarbital solution (390 mg/mI). The spinal column was immediately

removed, dissected into complete motion segments, and frozen at -25 C in double

wrapped specimen bags.

All of the above procedures followed University of Maryland Biotechnology

Institute (IJMBI) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) guidelines. In

addition, all policies, regulations, and standards described in USDA Animal Welfare Act

and the Public Health Service Policy using the Guide for the Care and Use ofLaboratory

Animals (FIlETS, NIH Pub No 85-23, 1985) were followed.

Sample Preparation

All remaining procedures were performed at the Mechanical Engineering Department,

Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR.

Ten instrumented motion segments were randomly selected out of a total

population of sixteen to be analyzed using functional 1iCT imaging. The samples were
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stored frozen in sealed bags, wrapped in gauze moistened with a phosphate buffered

saline solution to prevent dehydration. The samples were removed individually and

allowed to thaw for 1.5 hours prior to mounting. While still frozen, all posterior elements

were removed in order to minimize sample dimensions (approximate size: 30mm dia. x

60mm height), and achieve the best imaging resolution. Once thawed, the exposed

intervertebral discs on the ends of the specimens were removed in order to achieve

adequate bonding to platens. Both ends of the sample were fixed to approximately 5mm

deep in aluminum platens using PMMA "bone cement". Alignment screws were used to

center the specimen and a mounting apparatus was used to ensure concentricity and

parallelism between the platens. The PMMA was given proper time to cure and the

samples were re-wrapped in fresh gauze prior to testing (Figure 5).

Figure 5 (left) A spinal motion segment implemented with BAK interbody cage,
prepared and mounted, (right) rendering of 1.tCT reconstruction volume for a similar

specimen.
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Image Data Acquisition

The functional imaging system employed in this research consists of a Fein Focus

FXE model 160.20 tCT x-ray source (FeinFocus Inc., Garbsen, Germany), Instron 4444

mechanical tester (Instron Corporation, Canton, MA) coupled with two Newport

RV12OPP rotational stages (Newport mc, Irvine, CA), Thomson TH9438HX image

intensifier (Thomson Tubes Electroniques, Meudon Ia Foret, France), and Retiga

1024x1280, 10-bit CCD Camera (Qimaging, Burnaby, B.C., Canada) (Figure 6). The

system allows samples to be rotated in precise increments through 360 degrees while

under load using the mechanical tester. Two-dimensional projection radiographs are

captured using the CCD camera mounted behind the image intensifier. This procedure

can be repeated accurately, providing j.tCT data for unloaded and loaded specimen states.

The custom-built p.CT system is automated and controlled through in-house software

running on a Windows based PC.

Figure 6 Data acquisition setup (from left to right), CCD camera, image intensifier,
mechanical tester/rotational stages, and pCT x-ray source.
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Each of the ten specimens was mounted in the mechanical tester and conditioned

at 5-10 N in compression for three cycles prior to testing in order to minimize relaxation

effects. A baseline data set was acquired with a preload of 5-10 N compression and

subsequent load steps were 150N, 300N, and 450N compression. These load steps were

selected as to prevent permanent damage to the samples through overloading. A trial run,

in addition to information from previous loading studies on baboons, was used to achieve

an appropriate range of loads (Ledet et al., 2000). Projection images were collected at

900 angles distributed evenly through 360 degrees of rotation at a resolution of 1024 x

1280 pixels and 10-bit precision (1024 possible intensity values), resulting in a 2GB data

set per load step (8GB per sample). The samples were exposed to 65 KVp for

approximately 800ms per projection, averaging 2 frames to reduce noise, resulting in

scan times for each load step of approximately 30 minutes. After completing the scans

for each load step, bright-field and dark-field images were collected for use in an

intensity correction. Samples were wrapped in fresh PBS gauze prior to each scan.

An additional experiment was performed with a randomly selected specimen in

order to evaluate measurement precision. This specimen was scanned in the same

manner as all other samples, but with no applied load. Without removing the specimen

from the test system, a second unloaded data set was collected. Ideally, the two image

sets would be identical, but system noise produces some variation. Comparison of the

repeat sets was used to estimate the measurement precision.
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Image Post Processing

The projection images were post processed using a grid-based correction

technique and a flat field intensity correction using the bright-field and dark-field images.

Using a Feldkamp cone-beam filtered back-projection method the corrected projection

images were reconstructed as an 8-bit, 1000 x 1000 x 1000 cubic voxel image volume,

with a resolution of approximately 50 microns (Feldkamp et al., 1984) (Figure 5). This

process was performed in 18-20 hours per load step on a Sun Server with dual processors

and 4GB of RAM (Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain View, CA).

Data Analysis

The reconstruction volumes were oriented in various configurations in order to

provide the most detail about the constructs. Vertical slices were extracted from the

reconstructions along a mid-cage sagittal plane. Preliminary investigation of CT images

revealed various amounts of fusion in the anterior region of the construct. Stacks of

images from each load step were animated in order to evaluate the full extent of fusion

through visualization of relative motion between implant and adjacent bone. Specimens

were categorized as completely unfused (motion at both superior and inferior interfaces),

partially fused (motion at one interface), or fully fused (no motion). Measurements of

relative micromotion were made from the sagittal plane images between unloaded and

450N nominal compression. The motion was quantified by measuring the change in

distance between the implant and adjacent bone from zero to maximum load.

Measurements were made at both the anterior and posterior ends of the cage, and the sum
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of the maximum values from both superior and inferior interfaces was recorded for each

sample.

Reconstruction volumes were also sliced in a similar manner along the mid-cage

to reveal frontal plane behavior. For each of the sample volume orientations, a region of

interest was defined adjacent to the implant, which would be used for making strain

measurements. The regions followed the contour of the superior and inferior vertebral

bodies, leaving a tolerance of approximately 20 voxels (1mm) on all edges (Figure 7).

The image re-slicing, micromotion measurements, and regions of interest were produced

using Scion Image (Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD).

I
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Figure 7 Region of Interest for (left) mid-cage sagittal and (right) mid-cage frontal
planes.

The regions of interest were imported into geometric modeling software, MSC

Patran 2001 v.r2a (MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana, CA). The two-dimensional

regions were extruded in order to create solid slabs, twenty voxels in thickness (1mm). A

meshing operation produced approximately 2000 evenly distributed nodes in each region,
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which would provide the locations for discreet displacement measurement points. The

nodal locations and element connectivity were exported to a file for use with the Digital

Volume Correlation algorithm. The correlation procedure resulted in full strain tensor

results for each of the regions of interest. (Figure 8)

Fringe plots of minimum principal and maximum shear strain over the regions of

interest were compared for each of the specimens and orientations. Since the main

loading mode in this experiment was compressive, minimum principal strains were

investigated, as they characterize the way compressive strains transmit through a

structure. Maximum shear strains were also investigated since shear is often associated

with material failure and may add insight into local failure along the implant interface. A

nonparametric statistical comparison was made based on the non-normal strain

distributions. Minimum principal and maximum shear strains were selected and

normalized to the average compression load during testing, since the load values varied

slightly due to relaxation effects. The values were ranked and the 17th, 50th and 83

percentile values were determined, which correspond roughly toa mean ± standard

deviation for a normal distribution.

The repeat unload data sets were analyzed using the Digital Volume Correlation

method in a similar manner as the previous ten specimens. Minimum principal and

maximum shear strains were investigated for both frontal and sagittal planes. Histograms

of the strain results were produced in order to observe the distributions. The non-normal

principal values were also ranked, selecting the 17th, 50th and 83'' percentile values as a

basis for estimating measurement precision.
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Results

Functional imaging revealed variable amounts of fusion and micromotion

between the implant and adjacent bone among the specimens (Figures 9-10, Appendix

A). Lack of fusion was associated with radiolucency both at the superior and infenor

implant interfaces and very little or no organized trabecular bone was developed in the

anterior region of the construct. The lack of fusion present at the bone-implant interface

allowed motion of the implant when loaded in compression. Relative movement between

the implant and bone was apparent both superior and inferior to the cage implant for

completely unfused specimens. Partial fusion revealed radiolucency on either the

superior or inferior implant interface, with intimate bone contact on the other. Partial

bridging of the anterior disc space with organized trabeculae was evident. The lack of

complete vertebral body fusion allowed motion between the cage and adjacent bone at

one of the interfaces. A fully fused construct presented both intimate bone contact at the

superior and inferior interfaces as well as a mass of organized trabeculae completely

bridging the anterior disc space. The intimate bone-implant contact and complete

bridging of the anterior region provided a stable construct with no measurable implant

motion.

The results of fusion extent and measured micromotion for each of the specimens

were compared for the various interbody cage groups, A (12 holes), B (2 holes), and C (8

holes) (Table 2). Samples were identified by a 5-digit number corresponding to the

animal that the specimen was taken from, followed by the operative location within the

spine: 'dist' (distal) was the L5-L6 site and 'prox' (proximal) was the L3-L4 site. From
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the data presented, the 8-hole cage design seemed to provide the most consistent fusion.

Five of the ten specimens were characterized as completely unfused, all of which were

from the 2-hole or 12-hole cage groups. The remaining five specimens were considered

partially or fully fused, all of which were the 8-hole cage design. In addition, in

comparing the average micromotion measured at the superior and inferior interfaces for

each specimen, the 8-hole cage group exhibited considerably lower values. Three of the

five specimens from the 8-hole cage group produced no measurable micromotion, while

the 2-hole and 12-hole cage groups exhibited motion at both interfaces that totaled as

much as 1.3 mm.

Minimum principal and maximum shear strains for two different regions of

interest, along mid-cage sagittal and mid-cage frOntal planes, were compared for each of

the ten samples (Figures 11-12, Appendix A). Strain results were plotted as contours

overlaid on the respective pCT images for 300N nominal compression load. Completely

unfused and partially fused samples exhibited modest strain concentrations adjacent to

the implant, while fully fused samples showed lower magnitude uniformly distributed

strains. For frontal plane results, concentrations directly beneath the implant were

apparent when comparing both minimum principal and maximum shear strains for

completely unfused and partially fused samples. Strain concentrations were also evident

in observing sagittal plane behavior, although the magnitudes and locations of peak

strains varied. In all cases the fully fused samples exhibited lower magnitude, uniformly

distributed strains.
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A nonparametric statistical approach was used to analyze the non-normal

minimum principal and maximum shear strain distributions for both frontal and sagittal

plane orientations (Figure 13). The horizontal axis contains the 17th 50th and 83rd

percentile values of strain, which corresponds roughly to a mean ± standard deviation for

a normal distribution. The vertical axis contains the minimum principal or maximum

shear strain value normalized to the average applied load during testing. The

normalization of the data eliminates the variation in load among samples due to

relaxation effects. The data is organized according to fusion extent; completely unfused,

partially fused and fully fused. The mean values taken from the normalized minimum

principal and maximum shear strain based on fusion extent (unfused, partially fused, fully

fused) were then compared for both frontal and sagittal plane orientations (Figure 14).

The same analysis was repeated for means based on the cage group designation (2-hole,

8-hole, 12-hole) (Figure 15). An ANOVA test was performed to determine if a

significant difference was present among the means for each analysis. While the results

did not show statistically significant differences (p< 0.05), a trend of higher magnitude

strains in the 2-hole and 12-hole cage groups as well as in samples that were

characterized as completely unfused, and lower magnitude strains for the 8-hole cage

group and samples that exhibited full fusion was present.

Results from the repeat unload experiment for evaluating measurement precision

were presented as histograms of minimum principal and maximum shear strains for both

region of interest orientations (Figure 16). The histograms showed non-normal

distributions for strains calculated from the repeat unloaded image volumes. Therefore, a
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similar non-parametric statistical analysis was used and the 17th 50th and 83rd percentile

values were tabulated for both minimum principal and maximum shear strains (Table 3).

Based on these results an estimate of measurement precision was approximated at 0.1%

to 0.4 % strain.
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Figure 9 Fusion extent anterior to cage for (top) completely unfused, (middle) partially
fused, and (bottom) fully fused samples.
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12125-dist, ON

11285-prox, ON

12125-dist, 450N

11285-prox, 450N

13450-prox, ON 13450-prox, 450N

Figure 10 Mid-cage sagittal slices from jCT data at bone-implant interface for
evaluating micromotion; (top) completely unfused, (middle) partially fused, (bottom)

fully fused.



Table 2 Relative micromotion (mm) and extent of fusion for all samples, grouped according to cage type.

Extent of Fusion and Micromotion Results
(UF = Completely Unfused, FF = Fully Fused, PF = Partially Fused)

1 2 1 4 5 Average
Sample ID 12303-dist 12125-dist

2 Fusion Extent UF UF

Micromotion (mm) 1.30 0.55 0.93

Sample ID 11285-prox 12125-prox 12186-dist 133 1-prox 13450-prox

. 8 Fusion Extent PF PF FF FF FF

Micromotion (mm) 0.60 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25

Sample ID 11291-dist 133 1-dist 11285-dist

12 Fusion Extent UF UF UF

Micromotion (mm) 1.00 0.85 1.05 0.97
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Figure 11 (left) Minimum principal, (right) maximum shear strain for mid-cage frontal
plane; (top) completely unfused, (middle) partially fused, and (bottom) fully fused.
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Figure 12 (left) Minimum principal, (right) maximum shear strain for mid-cage sagittal
plane; (top) completely unfused, (middle) partially fused, and (bottom) fully fused.
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Figure 13 Non-parametric analysis results for (left) minimum principal and (right) maximum shear strains of (top) mid-cage frontal
and (bottom) mid-cage sagittal planes.
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Figure 14 Mean ± SD of (left) minimum principal and (right) maximum shear strains for of (top) mid-cage frontal and (bottom) mid-
cage sagittal planes. ANOVA p-values are given for a comparison between unfused, partially fused, and fully fused groups.
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Figure 16 Histograms of (left) minimum principal and (right) maximum shear strains for repeat unload experiment of (top) mid-cage
frontal and (bottom) mid-cage sagittal planes.
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Table 3 Non-parametric analysis results for repeat unload experiment.

Mid-Cage Frontal Plane Mid-Cage Sagittal Plane
Minimum

Principal Strain
Maximum Shear

Strain
Minimum

Principal Strain
Maximum Shear

Strain
l'7 -8.03E-04 8.09E-04 -9.28E-04 9.18E-04
50th -1.84E-03 1.57E-03 -2.00E-03 1.61E-03
83rd 466E03 3.35E-03 -3.55E-03 2.82E-03

Discussion

The functional tomographic imaging employed in this research has provided a

unique means of investigating the status of instrumented motion segments of a baboon

model after four months of healing. Tissue morphology and fusion extent has been

characterized through direct evaluation of pCT image volumes. We have made

measurements of micromotion and full field continuum-level strains adjacent to fusion

cage implants under compression loading. These measurements do not require any

knowledge of material properties, and thus avoid the ambiguity that would be associated

with a comparable finite element analysis. The results show both the magnitude and

extent of the affected zone immediately after implantation, and the degree of

normalization brought about by four months of healing.

The level of fusion was characterized through visualization of the high-resolution

CT image volumes. Slicing of the data sets revealed details of tissue morphology along

sagittal and frontal planes. As a first step, the anterior disc space was investigated for

tissue growth. Complete lack of bone deposition was associated with radiolucency

between the superior and inferior vertebrae. The slightly higher intensity than
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background of this region suggested the presence of intervertebral disc remnants. Graft

material was evident within the cage, but there was no indication of organized bone tissue

at the anterior end of the implant in completely unfused samples. Several specimens

exhibited a partial bridging of the anterior disc space with organized trabecular bone.

Partial bridging was characterized by bone deposition along the anterior region of

superior or inferior vertebra through the anterior end of the implant, adjoining the

enclosed graft material. The tissue was developed, exhibiting trabecular, strut-like

structure, although limited in that complete bridging had not occurred. A select few of

the specimens reached a level of arthrodesis in the anterior disc space that provided full

bridging. Organized trabeculae were observed to fuse both across the disc space and into

the anterior end of the cage.

While the anterior disc space was observed to achieve variable levels of fusion,

posteriorly, no evidence of tissue development was present. In addition, the interior

region of the implant showed the presence of bone graft material, but no organized tissue

development. This suggested that initial fusion was anteriorly through the implant, not

through the transverse perforations. The lack of bone in-growth posteriorly and through

cage perforations was evident in all of the samples, regardless of pore size. Despite this

observation, five samples achieved rigid fixation on at least one of the cage interfaces,

three of which were completely fused. All five of these samples were from the 8-hole

cage group, which suggested that pore size did have an effect on fusion success. These

findings are consistent with earlier studies that predicted pore sizes for optimum fixation

using porous surfaced metal implants (Bobyn et al., 1980; Clemow et al., 1981). In a



more recent study, Kanayama (2000) investigated intra-cage pressures among various

cage implants using a silicon elastomer molded inside the devices. The results predicted

that a larger pore size allowed higher internal pressures, resulting in larger elastomer

deflections inside the cage. Therefore it was suggested that higher internal pressures

would result in better stress-shielding behavior. The results from the present study agree

with this prediction but also suggest that a maximum pore size can be achieved at which

bone in-growth will not succeed. It is well known from studies by Wolff (1986) that

bone tissue is a mechanobiological structure, which adapts itself through physical stimuli.

Mechanical forces control both the morphology and integrity of the affected tissue, which

optimizes itself for structural efficiency through bone deposition and resorption. In

considering this behavior it is believed that too small (12-hole) or too large (2-hole) of a

pore size has resulted in bone resorption, or at a minimum, lack of bone deposition near

the implant.

In addition to image evaluation, measurements of implant micromotion aided in

categorizing samples as completely unfused, partially fused, or fully fused. Animation of

sagittal plane slices from the reconstruction volumes provided details about the stability

of the implanted motion segments under load. Motion of the cage relative to the adjacent

bone indicated an unstable construct, earning a ranking of either completely unfused or

partially fused. Some motion was apparent in the majority of the samples and was

associated with a radiolucent scalloped region adjacent to the implant. The scalloped

region appeared to be formed by the subsidence of the cage threads into the vertebral

bodies. This suggested that initial fixation was not achieved and fusion was not rapid
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enough to provide adequate stability of the construct. Through animation of the re-sliced

volumes, the radiolucent gap at the bone-implant interface was observed to remain, but

decrease in size under load. This behavior suggested the formation of fibrous tissue at

the implant interface. Measurements of the change in size of this region under load were

used to quantify implant micromotion. Results showed motion as high as 0.65mm at

each interface, considerably larger than the 0.15mm reported by Pillar et al. (1981) to

have promoted fibrous tissue formation around femoral implants in canines. While it has

been shown that fibrous tissue can differentiate into bone with the elimination of implant

motion (Goodman, 1994, Uhthoff and Germain, 1977), results from this study showed

instability at four months post-op. The fibrous tissue formation encouraged further

implant motion, rather than eliminated, making arthrodesis more difficult to achieve. The

variable fusion success and measured micromotion in this study predicted that initial rigid

fixation of the construct is critical for long-term implant success.

The measurement of vertebral body strains adjacent to the interbody cage at

varying levels of fusion provided information about the micro-mechanical interaction at

the bone-implant interface. Unfused and partially fused samples were associated with

modest strain concentrations directly adjacent to the implant. These strains characterized

a direct measurement of the effective continuum level behavior. Small regions of the

trabecular network may have deformed by considerable amounts due to the bending and

buckling of individual trabeculae, resulting in high local strains at the continuum level.

Therefore, while the high strains did not necessarily suggest individual trabeculae failure,

they were an indication of a localized deformation of the trabecular structure. These



localized deformations indicated initial stresses were too high such that bone was unable

to adapt through rapid deposition, which would have resulted in better load distribution.

In addition to providing information about the structural adaptations of bone, high

regions of strain within the vertebral bodies may also be an indication for sources of pain.

While this mechanical-biological interaction of bone exists, it is not fully understood.

Information relating small-scale localized regions of strain to patient discomfort may lead

to an extension of the mechanobiological nature of bone beyond purely structural

adaptations.

Samples characterized as completely fused exhibited strains that were

considerably lower in magnitude and more distributed. It is believed that a complete

bridging of the anterior disc space provided a stable construct, capable of supporting load

through the fused mass. The additional support provided through arthrodesis allowed the

load to be shared between the vertebral bodies, implant and newly formed bone. Again it

is worth noting the behavior of bone tissue in response to physiological loading predicted

by Wolff. In the case of an instrumented motion segment, the removal of the

intervertebral disc and insertion of a stiff metal implant altered the normal distribution of

load throughout the structure. In response to theses changes, bone deposition was

initiated in order to achieve a proper balance once again. The uniform distribution of

strains exhibited by the fully fused samples was consistent with Wolff's predictions and

suggested that the construct would remain stable long-term.
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Measurement Precision

A repeat unload experiment was used to determine an estimate of the precision for

strain measurements using the Digital Volume Correlation technique. Ideally, the two

resulting image volumes would be identical, but fluctuations in x-ray beam intensity,

CCD noise, and the repeatability of the rotational stages contribute to system error. The

Digital Volume Correlation technique relies on naturally occurring material textures as

the basis for tracking displacements. Due to the inhomogeneous and anisotropic nature

of materials that have been found to produce these textures, prediction of their

mechanical behavior is quite difficult. Therefore, an evaluation of repeat unloaded

specimens was used in estimating measurement precision based on system noise levels.

Histograms of minimum principal and maximum shear strains calculated from the

repeat unload images were found to produce non-normal distributions. Based on results

from a non-parametric statistical analysis noise levels of 0.1% to 0.4% strain (1000 to

4000 p strain) were found to be acceptable when considering the maximum strains in

loaded specimens of approximately 14% (140,000 p.strain). In addition, the comparison

of two unique analyses in this study provided some validation of the measurement

technique. Strain distributions along frontal and sagittal planes revealed similar trends

among fully fused, partially fused, and completely unfused sample groups, suggesting

consistency in the results.
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Limitations and Future Directions

Several limitations of this study exist which should be addressed. A simple axial

compression was the mode of loading used for the study. A better representation of the

loading of the spine would include flexion/extension, lateral bending, and torsion, but

computational time was the limiting factor for investigating additional loading modes.

Noise levels were acceptable, but still significant and could be improved through higher

resolution imaging. Improved resolution would result in larger image volumes requiring

additional hardware for processing and storing the image data. Measurement error has

been estimated using repeat scans of a typical sample under zero load, which characterize

system noise levels. A more complete technique for evaluating precision is currently

being developed that will incorporate various loading modes. Regarding the results from

this study, directions for future work are to investigate the development of more accurate

finite element models to better understand bone-implant interactions. Based on the

presented experimental results, a constitutive model for the interaction between the

implant and adjacent bone would need to predict the behavior observed in this study.

Conclusion

A functional imaging technique has been used to evaluate fusion and measure

continuum level strains in vertebral bodies of a baboon model. This information was

used to determine the micro-structural response of instrumented motion segments

containing varying amounts of fusion to a compression loading. Implant motion was

found to adversely affect the extent of fusion and encourage fibrous tissue formation at
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the bone-implant interface. While the 8-hole cage group presented the most consistent

fusion, no bone in-growth through the transverse perforations of the cage was evident.

Fusion was achieved by the bridging of the anterior disc space and in-growth through the

anterior region of the cage. Stability through rapid fusion prevented implant motion,

promoting intimate contact at the bone-implant interface. In evaluating frontal and

sagittal plane behavior, strains were found to concentrate adjacent to the implant in

unstable constructs, suggesting initial stability was unsuccessful. Full arthrodesis

presented uniformly distributed strains, suggesting effective long-term stability.
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Appendix A - Additional Results
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Sample Input File For Reconstruction Code

Input file for cone beam reconstruction

#################*########1######
% Scanner geometric parameters 4

# Distances is mm, angles in deg #
################################

rotation_direction -1

source-to-detector 760 .0

source-to-rotation 245. 0

axis_tilt(alpha) 0.37
axis_tilt(beta) 3.50

* Reconstruction space description
#

* reconstruction_region options: NOMINAL, CROPPED
# *

# NOMINAL = voxel space matches entire projection *

* CROPPED = voxel space matches a projection sub-region

# for NOMINAL, specify x_num_vox #

* for CROPPED, specify x_num_vox, u_mm, u_max, v_mm, v_max *

reconstruction_region CROPPED

x_nuin_vox 900

u_mm 0

u_max 1023

v_mm 180
v_max 1170

* ** * %%*#*% **### *
* Detector description *

* Size is the effective size of the detector, in mm
# Centers are real, in pixel coordinates *

* The (row,col) size of the images is read from the image file #

u_detect_size 123.89
v_detect_size 154.86

u_detector_center_location 512 . 00



location 640 .00

u_rotation_center_location 499.28
v_rotation_center_location 640 .00

# Filtering parameters
# Options: RAN_LAK, SHEPP_LOGAN
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # * # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # * # # # # # # # * # * # # * # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

filter_type RAN LAK
histogram_trim 0. 001

* # # # # # # # # * # # # # # * # * # # # # * # # # # * * # # # # # # # # # # # * # * # # # # * * fr # # * * * # # # # # # #

* Filtering parameters
* Options: RAN_LAK, SHEPP_LOGAN

centering OFF

range_resolution(u_center) 2.0 5

range_resolution(alpha) 1.0 5

range_resolution(beta) 2.0 5

slice_location_i 350



Sample Input File For CDI Correlation Code

###################################################################
cdi.3d input file

source CT filename . . /000N/12303-d-000--900x72l-midsag.CT

target_CT_filename . . /150N/12303-d-150--900x721--midsag.CT

p3neutral_filename 12303-d-slab-midsag. out

cdioutput_fulename 12303-dist-000-l50 .cdi

number_of_srch_dof 6 44t 3 or 6

objective_function sumofsquares ### sumof squares, normalized

interpolation_type trilinear 4** trilinear, cubic_diff,
cubic_half

coarse_search_mthd globalsearch ### rolldownhill,
global search

detai]._search_mthd bfgs ### powell, levenberg, bfgs,
steepest

start_pnt_estimate

disp_ref_method

di sp_re f_filename

total_disp_limit 15

gray_thresh 105.0

mm_vol_fraction 0 .15

mask_size

mask_skip

range_size

range_skip

start_and_number

global_start_vect

nearest ### constant, nearest

total ### total, increment

l2303-dist-000-l50 . gds . dis .1

160.0 ## values between are
included

no search if vol fract <
this

20

1

15

3

1 0

3 -10 0 0 0 0



useage notes

4*4 number_of_srch_dof 3 is displacement only

### number_of_srch_dof 6 is displacement plus rotation

### for numJerofsrchdof 6, use detail_search_mthd bfgs

### for disp_ref_method increment, add disp_ref_filename filename

### gray values between gray_thresh 1 and 2 are included in the
analysis

### do find all points, use start_and_number 1 0

iH specify nuinber_of_srch_dof values for global_start_vect



Sample Input File For GDS Correlation Code

# The number of spatial dimensions (use 3 only)

nsd 3

# Name of the neutral file.

123 03-d-slab-midsag . out

Output file name

12303-dist-000--150 .gds

% Number of target files.

ndis 1

Name(s) of the target file(s)

12303-dist-000-150 . cdi

# Type of smoothing to do

smooth svd

# Number of points to use for smoothing

fspan 60

# Number of singular values to keep.

numsv 6

# Number of points to use for Tensor fit.

Kspan 60




